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SAA welcomes George Chiocaru as TMT Managing Associate

This month, Stratulat Albulescu Attorneys at Law (SAA) is proud to announce and welcomes George

Chiocaru as one of the Firm’s TMT Managing Associates. George joins SAA with over 9 years of experience

in IT & Telecommunications, Data Protection, Banking and Finance as well as in the Aviation and Shipping

industry. As an accomplished lawyer with extensive knowledge of  the TMT sector, George is known for

never adopting a "one size fits all" mentality and for his commercial, solutions-based approach. 

Before joining the SAA team, he was part of the banking regulatory and compliance team of one of the ‘Big 4 ‘

accountancy firms as well as other well-known leading law firms in Romania.

His significant experience in the capital markets sector includes notable transactions such as the dual listing on the

Bucharest Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange of GDRs of the Romanian national gas company. 

 

Advising both public and private companies, national and international, George also has deep knowledge in the

highly regulated areas of electronic money issuing and payment services.

His fresh perspective and approach along with his unique professional background makes George Chiocaru a

most valued new member of the SAA team.

“George has the ability to harvest the limitless options the IT&C industry has to offer and provides value to each

interaction. We are thrilled to have him  as part  of SAA”, said Managing Partner Silviu Stratulat.

Stratulat Albulescu Attorneys at Law is a young and dynamic Romanian law  firm, providing legal advice in all

business sectors and in all areas  of Business Law and Dispute Resolution in Romania. Stratulat Albulescu 

Attorneys at Law team is comprised of lawyers who are role models in  their disciplines. The law firm works in

close co-operation with  highly-respected law firms throughout Europe and elsewhere and has  significant

experience in cross-border transactions, providing legal  advice in the English, French, Italian, Romanian and

Spanish languages.
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